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"Technical comments that may affect the quantitative results: I want to point out that
airnow surface observations they used to evaluate the models have a much shorter
latency than the more widely used AQS data (cited in review #2 report). While airnow
data may be more suitable for being assimilated to improve initial conditions of model
forecasts (which is not relevant to this paper), they are not the best evaluation data for
retrospective analysis like this. Airnow raw data are without any quality control, seemingly
unreliable values are found sometimes, and unlike AQS, no measurement detection limits
(depending on measurement approach) are provided. If airnow data will continue to be
used, at least a rigorous approach to screen the data must be developed and validated,
referring to additional information. Also, more details on how the observations are
matched with the model results need to be provided. Specifically: often, multiple surface
observations with huge variability fall within a given model grid cell, and were they
averaged before being compared with the model results? In other words, how were
horizontal representativeness error being handled? Over the complex terrain regions like
the western US where some of their analysis is focused on, the model terrain is often
unrealistic, while observations at mountain sites may reflect both boundary layer and free
tropospheric air influences via downslope and upslope flows, did they always extract the
model outputs from the “surface” level at the observation locations?

Thank you for asking this important verification issue. You are right that AQS, the
quality-controlled AIRNow, is more reliable, and should be used whenever it is
available. In fact, we had verification tool to process both AQS and AIRNow
https://monet-arl.readthedocs.io/en/stable, and compared the AIRNow with AQS
verification for other periods. For ozone and PM2.5, AIRNow and AQS agree very well in
most scenarios, especially for data in recent 3 years. Occasionally AIRNow instrument
over certain site during certain period may have issues, and we only found that this
happened for PM2.5. This issue may arise if the comparison focus on certain
problematic site. For most regional verification that include many sites, AIRNow and
AQS data did not have systematic difference. We had screen filters in place to skip the
problematic AIRNow data. This study uses AIRNow for surface verification mainly
because our previous paper (Campbell et al, 2022,
https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-15-3281-2022) and NCEP operational verification use it.
Our comparison is pairing data using model-to-obs approach: interpolate model data to
observation location. Since the surface observation’s heights are within the height of
the model’s lowest layer, Yes, the data from model’s lowest layer were extracted for



surface comparisons. For aircraft data comparison, the model data were 4-D
spatiotemporally interpolated to the flight paths. About the surface sites’ horizontal
representativeness, since most AIRNow/AQS sites are near urban/suburban areas, they
tend to represent more for urban/suburban. CMAQ does not have special treatment for
the mountain-region meteorology, but depends on meteorological models for those
information. WRF, as a common community model, and GFS as an operational model,
have considered the topographic effect, though they may still miss some fine local
features over complex terrains. As these possible-problematic mountain sites are not
the majority in AIRNow stations, this issue unlikely changes the overall results of our
regional verifications for ozone and PM2.5.

Other comments: There are so many ways to set up and run WRF, and thus WRF can be
viewed as more than one single model. Except that GFS and WRF-ARW dynamic cores are
different, WRF can be set up similar to and dependent upon GFS. Conclusions based on
some comparisons of CMAQ driven by GFS and one set of WRF for a selected period are
bit hard to digest (if they are seen not somewhat misleading), as it is unclear what exact
strengths and weaknesses of the meteorological models are being assessed relevant to air
quality modeling. The surface and above-surface analyses from this paper are kind of
detached from each other, and it is unclear which one would be more relevant to/matter
more to daily forecasts.

Yes, we totally agree that WRF can not be viewed as one single model, as it can have
hundreds of configuration combination. This issue is actually the main point of this study.
This purpose of study is not exploring various WRF setting to yield the nearest results to
GFS, nor finding strengths and weaknesses of the WRF configurations. Its main focus is
about whether using interpolated meteorology to drive CMAQ is valid, compared to a
typical WRF-CMAQ setting, which may not be perfect but can represent the normal
configuration. If this NACC approach is valid and does not yield abnormal results, we need
not configure and run WRF at all, which can save many efforts as well as computing time
for CMAQ to forecast extra hours. Although this study includes many details of WRF-CMAQ
and their influences, this main purpose is actually exploring another way to avoid so many
complexities, but still yield reasonable air quality predictions. Surface and elevated
comparisons look detached mainly because these two type observations are drastically
different: long-term hourly surface data covers the whole CONUS with mainly two species
(ozone and PM2.5), and minute-resolution 3-D aircraft data include comprehensive
chemical species but for shorter time periods. These two type observations provided very
different view angles for the model comparison. If GFS-CMAQ and WRF-CMAQ behave
similarly, viewed from both angles, they are likely actually similar. The NAQFC focuses
more on surface air quality, which is relevant to human exposure.
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